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Drifting 

By  

ZFSigurdson 

 The ocean was the only place where I understood. Where anyone can understand. I don’t 

mean along the shore, near a reef or among the shallows. I mean the middle of open water. Endless 

water in every direction. No seabed, no coast, probably not even any fish to keep you company. 

 When you’re in the open ocean; that is the only time a human being can understand our 

helpless insignificance. How small we are. How helpless. How fragile. Nothing but unfathomable 

depths drawing you in. A force wanting to pull you down. I never understood the fear of open 

spaces until I was in open water. Endless darkness below. Flat horizon as far as the eye can see. 

The sun beating down on you in the biggest sky you can imagine. Nothing to tell you where you 

are or how far you’ve gone.  

 All that tethers you is that you can swim back to your little white boat. An island. A refuge 

from the indifferent expanse.  

 What terrified Catherin was when you actually saw something out there. A ting black dot 

or smudge. It may wiggle and twist. You’d try to gauge the movement by the waves or the wind. 

Maybe it was a piece of seaweed. Maybe it was a fish. 

 If you turned, or got distracted, then looked back it might be gone. Or worse, it could be so 

much closer. Then you would try to convince yourself it was just seaweed. Then dread when you 

could tell it was getting closer. When you looked to the boat for help, then back, you could see it 

was aiming for you.  
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 If you panic and start splashing towards the boat, you just draw it closer. You’re not 

supposed to. You’re supposed to remain calm. But how can a person help it? You are completely 

alone. Completely helpless. Insignificant.  

 All that can save you is that little white boat.  

 At least there had been a boat. Just a few dozen yards away. Catherin mused to herself.  

 Now she was truly helpless. 

 Truly alone. 

 Truly insignificant. 

 Now she floated in the endless void of space. The endless freezing vacuum.  

 “Shit.” 

 She didn’t know how long it had been since the accident sent her flying through the void. 

She did counter herself immeasurably lucky that she had been wearing her suit.  

The SP-S12. The newest top-of-the-line space suits. With thrusters, a locating beacon, and 

most importantly; a complete recycle-filtration system. All the C02 created by her body was 

converted back to breathable air. All bodily excretions were converted back into basic substances. 

They were then pumped back into her body. Even her sweat was converted back into water and 

salts for her bodily use. 

 The longest a person could survive in a suit without any food and water was about two 

weeks.  

 Catherin had heard that one online thrill seeker had died trying to go beyond that.  

 The recycle system was automatic. You could never turn it off. Never divert power from 

it. She looked at her wrist-mounted computer. The black screen and flashing red light told her that 

she had no power to access. She could not activate her thrusters. Her beacon was destroyed. It had 

all been damaged in the explosion. All that remained was the systems that kept her alive for a time.  

 “Real fucking great design system,” she cursed the corporation or whoever who thought 

about that fail safe. They probably thought it was better to keep personnel alive, rather than give 

them a chance to try and save themselves. If they died, the company could say they did all they 

could. If she had access to the power system. She might be able to create enough of a noticeable 

frequency to be picked up. She just needed a ping and someone would notice.  

 She couldn’t even reach the systems. Her arms too restricted by the suit.  
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 So in conclusion, she had no way to call for help. No way to tell where she was or even 

how long she had been floating. She was lost in the endless expanse near the edge of System 

Gamma-316. Fifty thousand light years from earth.   

 All she could do was hope someone had guessed her trajectory and could come get her. All 

she could do was feel herself slowly starve to death. Feel her muscles shrink from atrophy.  

All she could do was let herself die. 

 She sighed, looking out through her domed helmet, “Worse views to have.” She was faced 

with an endless black canvas flecked with stars beyond counting. She couldn’t tell which flecks of 

light were the planets of the system or which were the stars beyond the Milky Way. She could 

barely count the constellations. It wasn’t like the arrangement you got from earth. She had no idea 

how to judge her placement. 

 How far had she been thrown? 

 The explosion had knocked her out. 

 It hadn’t been anyone’s fault.  

 Just bad luck. 

 A one in a million-tenth-to-the-power chance. A shard of diamond-hard space rock had 

pierced their hull at just the right angle. It wasn’t supposed to be possible.  

 She had been standing in the docking bay, arguing with Lenox over the intercom. They 

were barking back and forth over the intercom. What were we even fighting about? It was probably 

something stupid. He had entered the docking bag to keep shouting face-to-face.  

 Then with a sudden crack and thunk, a shard of rock planted between both their feet. They 

only had an instant to realize what had happened. Only a fraction of a second between them. His 

brown eyes curled in sadness. He knew he was already dead.  

 Then it was all light and chaos, ending in darkness.  

 Catherine knew, as did every Engineer across the colonized systems; anything was possible 

out on the frontiers of known space. Planets raining molten metals, nebulas beyond size or 

comprehension, asteroids of pure gold or iron. It didn’t have to be alien life to be incredible. The 

cosmos had plenty of that already.  

 A bad piece of rock could fly through the vacuum of space at speeds incalculable and hit 

the ship at just the right angle. The chance was so astronomically small, beyond any reasonable 

precaution, but was still theoretically plausible.  
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 She signed, her stomach growled. How long had it been? By the time she woke up, the 

damage to her suit had cost her most of her power. Her Heads-Up-Display and wrist-mounted 

datapad were already down. She had no idea if it had been mere hours or days. It could have been 

a week since the accident. Her stomach growled, “Feels like it.” 

 She hissed sarcastically at the universe, “Thank you, god. I needed this.” 

 There was no shame in talking to herself. Just hearing her own voice was comforting. She 

had gone through the initial self-check hours or maybe a day ago. Now it was just endless waiting. 

Waiting for help. Waiting to die.  

 She shifted in her suit. She could move her body fine. She couldn’t even gauge an up or 

down. Everything was the same. Nothing was static. She breathed in, “Don’t be like that girl who 

went scuba diving and got too far away from the boat.” There was no point in panicking.  

 Space didn’t care. Neither did the oceans on Earth or Ganymede. When human beings got 

out of their element. When their technology or their choices failed them. That’s when they were 

truly on their own. Weak and fragile humans against the indifference of the universe.  

 “I wonder what Mom would have said to me going out of the world,” if they had been on 

talking terms the last few years. “She would have scoffed at me. Told me to not get killed. Not die 

in the vacuum of space… Funny how that happens.” 

She could almost see her Mom. Small, round, mousey, with black hair and eyes that always 

said she was disappointed. Didn’t matter when Catherin got top of her class at the Engineering 

Academies and Cadet training. Didn’t matter if she met a great guy with a good job. Didn’t matter 

if she got a promotion.  

Just cold indifference.  

 “How familiar,” she looked out over the stars. 

 It hadn’t always been like that. Before the trip to the Caribbean they were so close. Mom 

came to Catherin’s concerts. Her high-school graduation. She cheered at every victory even when 

propriety would have told her to shut up. She was so embarrassing throughout Catherin’s teenaged 

years. It was so suffocating.  

When it was gone. That’s when she learned how much it meant.  

 She shook her head, unable to scratch an itch on her scalp. Her hair was buzzed short before 

they shipped out. Made a lot of stuff so much easier. Getting into suits, using less water, less to 

deal with. She groaned, rubbing her head against the rim of the helmet. Managing to get the itch.  
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 “God, I am gonna die out here.” 

 Who would remember her?  

Her brother, of course. They would pray and remember her for years. They would have a 

grave and a nice funeral. His kids would sob that Auntie had been lost in space. They would visit 

every year. Then every second year. The kids would grow up. Her brother would still visit, 

probably alone. If his wife passes before he does, he’d visit both of them. If he dies first, the kids 

might visit once a decade. Catherin’s sister-in-law was a lovely person, a sweetheart, but who 

would expect anyone to keep visiting the grave of a forgotten rocket engineer.  

 No one will remember you, her brain told her.  

Maybe a few coworkers or cadets would recall her, before she quit to get on a spaceship. 

Maybe one of her old boyfriends. They would smile to themselves. Wonder how they had been so 

lucky. Then they would be sad and filled with regret. How could they have fucked it up so badly? 

That made Catherin laugh, “I was the one that fucked it up. So many of them were great guys.”  

 She just couldn’t let herself be happy.  

 No one will remember you.  

 She looked out over the stars. She could kill the useless hours counting the tiniest flecks of 

starlight. Counting innumerable systems. Or she could try to get help. She looked at her datapad. 

The red light flashing. The screen black. 

 She thought on her options. 

 It won’t work.  

 She shook her head, “it might.”  

 She raised her other arm. If she got his wrong. She would destroy the seal of her suit. The 

vacuum of space would leak into her body-glove. She would feel the intense cold, she would feel 

her lungs expand in her chest, her blood would bubble in her veins. A thousand times worse than 

the Bends. At least she would die quickly. Only thirty seconds of consciousness. Certainly faster 

than starving to death in her suit.  

 In the vacuum of space, there was no resistance and no gravity. Your muscles didn’t work 

the way they should. She hoped she could must enough strength. 

 She brought her fist on to the datapad. The suit had a few articulated plates on the knuckles 

and the back of the hand. For protection.  
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 The first strike didn’t work. Nor did the second. Or the third. Or the tenth. Sweat pooled 

on her brow before she cracked the plexiglass. A spider web of cracks spread over the black screen.   

 She had wasted so much energy. So many precious calories.  

 A few flecks of glass broke and floated away. Catherin knew those shards would float 

indefinitely until they got caught in something’s gravity or floated into a star. It could be thousands 

or even millions of earth years. Maybe they were once the bones of a dinosaur, or the vomit of a 

volcano, or the shell of an ammonite. Just bits of sand heated up in some factory. Now they would 

float forever.  

 She breathed, forcing her heartrate back to normal. Too much energy expended, but I have 

what I need. 

 She peeled back the screen and touch-sensors. She traded the pieces into her right hand, 

the arm with the datapad. Inside were the inner workings of her datapad. A full computer. 

Powerless. Useless, unless she had power. She bit her lip, feeling her cracked dry lips. One wrong 

move and she would destroy her chances to call for help. She had to take it one step at a time. She 

had all the time in the world. All the time in the world. 

 “Don’t panic. Don’t panic.” Not like that day.  

 It had been a family trip. Mom and Dad had saved up for years. Catherin had graduated 

highschool with top marks. They decided to take her and her brother on a trip in the Caribbean. 

With pollution regulations finally put in place, new programs put adopted; the equator may have 

been hotter than ever, but the waters were so clean. New life had begun to develop where it had 

once been destroyed. The environmental collapse of the Twenty-First century had finally been 

beaten back. It only took a century and a half. 

 The locals were so welcoming. The water was so blue. An expanse of endless crystalline 

water as far as the eye could see. Beautiful from the shoreline. Beautiful when you’re feet were 

firmly on land.  

 She worked the thick fingers of her gloves. Slowly pulling the correct receiver-wire. Then 

moving a few circuits to connect to a different router. She clutched the glass and plastic in her right 

hand. She would need it later. 

 She moved her left hand slowly from task to task. Moving dead systems around until she 

developed everything she needed to make a powerful but extremely simple radio signal. All she 
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needed was a ping. If she sent a series of pings as often as she could afford. Maybe that would be 

enough to call for help. 

 If she survived that long. 

 Don’t Panic.  

 You always panic when things get hard.  

 She shook her head, “I just need to stay calm. If my pulse increases, so will my breathing. 

I will overload the barely surviving filtration system. I need to stay calm.”  

 You didn’t stay calm that day.  

 She had been as weightless then as she is now.  

 She had stood on the beach. Wearing a light white dress, ocean wind billowing around her. 

A starship broke the atmosphere in the distance. The boom scattered some nearby gulls. She had 

turned twenty the month before. Her brain hazed from drinking the night away. They were heading 

out on a boat trip later.  

 Dad walked up to join her, he smiled, “You look beautiful, my dear.” 

 “Thanks Dad.” 

 “How you feeling? Told you and John to not be out so late.” 

 Catherin scoffed, “Were you and Uncle Jerry any better?” 

 He laughed, “True!” He was a tall, thin man. A counter to Mom’s round mousiness. His 

hair had gone grey before he had been a dad. He was still healthy. “Come on,” He said. “We got a 

big day ahead. You’re all ready for the big dive?” 

 She cocked her head, “Wait, I thought you said we couldn’t get permission for a dive out 

there.” 

 He waved his hand, “Have I ever let you down?” 

 She hugged him, “Never.” 

 But I did.  

 She finished a portion of the work on the datapad. It must have been hours. She itched at 

the sweat in her armpits and down her back. The suit would slowly absorb the moisture to redeposit 

into her body through nodes along her back and chest. She exhaled, letting a portion of the tension 

evaporate from her body. 
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 She looked back out over the stars. Feeling the weight of them. “A human has never been 

alone like this.” She told herself. How many countless worlds? How many with life? How many 

with intelligent life?  

 No one will remember you.  

 The weight of the universe was like a boulder on her chest. A deep heavy weight. Her tiny 

little body wrapped in metal, plastic and technology. It was so big out there. Too big to even begin 

to understand.  

 She knew that many of the stars she saw had died millions of years ago. The light from 

dead stars and supernovas taking millennia of years to reach her puny little eyes. Millions upon 

millions. Numbers beyond counting. Cosmos so vast and beyond reach. The human race will grow, 

expand and die; and billions of systems will go unaffected and unconcerned.   

 The cold void will devour all of it. Indifferent to our triumphs and failures. A single person 

could bring humanity to a thousand worlds. That wasn’t even a drop in the bucket of the infinite 

universe. Everything ever done will vanish. Everything ever recorded will be forgotten. Like Tears 

in rain, said that old movie her dad loved.  

 Just like me.  

 “We are so small,” she said to herself. “Lives are not even registered as blips on the cosmic 

calendar.”  

 Did her death even matter? If she did indeed starve to death, or froze in the vacuum of 

space. Did it really matter?  

 So many stars. Twinkling with such beauty. But their light is dead. Gone out a million 

years ago. Did her death mean anything? “Of course not.” She shook her head. Shoving the cold 

indifference and focusing on the task at hand. 

 She had most of the components for the radio. She knew she was probably spinning in 

circles at speeds that wouldn’t be possible within an atmosphere. If her stomach wasn’t totally 

empty, she would have vomited it up over her helmet a long time ago. Then she would really be 

in trouble. Completely unable to see, or clean her helmet.  

She clutched the broken plastic and glass in her hand. She looked for the right shard she 

needed. Then plucked it from the peeled screen. A long thin, but very sharp piece of reinforced 

panelling. A knife. She pressed it against one of the components in the datapad. A piece she needed 

to break open. The gloved fingers were too thick to get it open.  
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She needed two things to get her basic radio to work.  

A magnet and some wire.  

She had both, but locked away in various pieces of the datapad. 

She pressed the shard against the base of one component.  

She inhaled, “One step at a time. One step at a time.”  

That’s what she had said when she went over all her diving equipment. One step at a time. 

Tank. Check O-Ring. Mask. Regulator. Dive-Belt. Buoyancy vest. Everything she needed. She 

hadn’t been on a dive since she got her licence at sixteen.  

They had done another dive earlier that morning, near a newly grown reef. Beautiful arches 

and pillars of coral, gardens of anemones and fields of sand. Fish of a thousand different colours. 

Sea turtles, jellyfish and eels in harmony. Dazzling in the morning light. The crystalline water 

fractals danced across the rainbow landscape. Her heart fluttered at the aquiline beauty. Nothing 

like this anywhere else.  

But it was so loud. So crowded. She wanted to find something that freed her from those 

confines. 

For the afternoon dive, she had convinced the captain to take them out further. A lot further. 

She wanted to see what the open ocean was like.  

Her Dad smiled, “We’ll be watching you the whole time.” 

She slipped on her fins before rolling backwards into the water. She hit the cold water hard. 

She felt the weight-belt pull her down, while the inflated vest pulled her up. She adjusted her level. 

Allowing her to float down. Open Ocean. 

Nothing but blackness beneath her. Endless void. No stars. Just endless nothingness. 

Gravity itself pulling you down. The core of the earth drawing you deeper into the crushing depths. 

She felt as much fear as exhilaration. Catherin’s heart pound inside her chest. The only thing she 

could hear properly. The rapid drumbeat in her ears. 

She exhaled and jammed the shard into the component. She growled, trying to put the exact 

amount of pressure. She just needed to pry open this one component. She growled. Pushing harder. 

“Come on.” 

The shard broke in the middle. Flecks of glass flew away. A large one glanced off her 

helmet. She held her breathe. The glass had left a long thin scratch above her head.  

She waited. 
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Like in the water, she felt her mortality dwindle. Sometimes one tiny mistake. Something 

so small. Something so inconsequential, something so innocent.  

Well, sometimes, something like that got people killed… 

The scratch revealed a crack. Then the crack expanded. Fracturing the dome. The network 

of lines expanded into a labyrinth of white fractals. They grew, groaning at the pressure. A single 

piece of glass blew outward into the void of space. In an instant the entire dome exploded into a 

shower of broken glass and gold-leaf. Cold like no one could imagine kissed Catherin’s skin. Her 

breath sucked out of her body through every orifice. Veins bulging. Eyes crusting. Scream 

silenced. 

She exhaled.  

She looked down at her hand holding the shard of glass against the component. Her heart 

reverberated in her chest. Don’t think about it.  

She pried open the cylindrical component. The small metal disk flew off into darkness. 

Probably to cause some alien starship their own accident. She held the thin piece of glass in her 

armpit, careful not to pierce her suit.  

She pulled out a tiny magnet. About a centimeter in diameter. Silver with some company’s 

logo on the rim. She put it in her hand with the rest of the broken datapad screen. She didn’t think 

she needed the screen anymore, but she couldn’t risk not having it. She moved slowly as to not 

have the shard of glass in her armpit move too much. 

She breathed slowly. She paused her work, if she did too much too quickly, she would 

make mistakes. She calmed herself. Her stomach groaned in pain. Her eyes fluttered. How long 

had it been? A few hours? A day? It didn’t matter. Her eyes were heavy. She couldn’t slip now. 

She couldn’t rest yet. Not until she had everything she needed.  

Light flooded her vision. She winced. Raising her arm to shield herself. The helmet was 

polarized with gold, but it was still very bright. The light dimmed. She opened her eyes. 

A great blazing orb of blue light had shot passed her. A trail of incandescent white particles 

trailing behind. Tailing along like the flame of a candle. She could feel her body being turned by 

its kinetic force. A splice of gravity sending her spinning. She looked up, watching the comet pass 

by. Her vision spun. Her stomach lurched.  

She watched the comet fly on, getting smaller and smaller in the blackness. The trail of ice 

particles refracted in light. It was so beautiful. A singular image.  
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It grew so small in the distance, until it was nothing but another star.  

“In a place of absolute horror, there is some beauty.” It was almost poetic. Something her 

dad would have approved of it. He had been a musician on and off for years.  

She breathed deeply. Feeling her body move through the void. It felt so much like water. 

Weightless. Free. Unrelenting in its ability to kill you. She exhaled, “Back to work.” 

She took her shard of glass, her knife, her only real tool, and went to pull out the last piece 

she needed for her radio. She pulled out the main circuit board, which hosed all the components 

she needed to make her radio. She felt herself spinning. 

It is so empty here.  

The open ocean had been like that. So vast. She must had spent almost an hour down there. 

Not really seeing anything. Just experiencing the depth and gravity of it. She had spun around to 

keep track of the boat. She saw its oval shadow against the rippling fractals of the water’s surface. 

She could see the winds and the tides. Mingling in an infinite rhythm.  

She knew she should head back. Dad would get worried.  

She adjusted her buoyancy to rise back towards the surface.  

Breaking the surface was like leaving a dream and rejoining the world. Unpleasant, but 

necessary. She pulled up her mask to get a better view. She was only a hundred yards from the 

boat. Her dad waved. She waved back. 

Catherin decided to take one last look. She put her mask back on. She sunk, just enough. 

The taste of salt water tickled her mouth. Seeing the immeasurable black depths. No one could 

spoil this. It was hers. She saw the bottom of the boat. The propellers. The bottom of the ladder. 

She spun, surveying the surface. 

She froze. 

What was that? 

A dark shadow. 

Was it seaweed? A single lonely fish? A jellyfish? Maybe even a turtle. She broke the 

surface, catching her breath. She dived down again, it was moving. Definitely alive. What was it? 

It had gotten a lot closer.  

She heard a sound. She broke the water. Her family was screaming. Waving their arms. 

She looked under again. The shape was clear.  

That’s when she panicked. Swimming loudly and recklessly back to the boat. 
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Space was different. It was less than water. You feel water resist you. Out here, it was 

nothing. No resistance. Just momentum. With her knife held in her armpit, she held the circuit 

board between her knees 

“If I could just hold something in my mouth.” If the suits had pockets or something. It was 

a domed system of duraplastics and fibers. Smooth almost. She hadn’t had a chance to hook up 

the webbing system before the accident.  

She took her knife and found what she needed. A long string of copper. Some wire used to 

power a microphone or something. It didn’t matter. It was exactly what she needed. She pried it 

out delicately with one hand. It criss-crossed the datapad’s shell. Giving her about two feet of 

copper.  

“Perfect.”  

To be safe. She wrapped the wire around her arm to secure it. That would keep herself from 

getting her hands overwhelmed. If she made one wrong move; she could lose any of the things she 

had. She- 

“No! No!” 

Exactly what she was trying to avoid. The Magnet had slipped through her fingers. It spun, 

floating away. Only a few inches from her hand. She reached out to grab it, unable to control where 

she was, her fingers missed.  

“Shit. Shit. Shit!” she acted on instinct. She let the broken screen float away. She could 

survive without it. She quickly unwound the wire around her arm. Not taking her eyes off the 

magnet. I will not look away this time. I will not. She pulled the wire straight. She didn’t know if 

it was too late.  

She reached with the long piece of copper.  

“Come on you son-of-a-bitch.” She reached. Stretching her weakened muscles. “I didn’t 

go through five years of University and three of cadet training to die here.” 

 She reached.  

 The wire grazed the magnet, but that’s all she needed. The magnet stuck to the wire by the 

tiniest margin. It spun, like a top, on the very tip of the wire. She retracted it slowly. As slowly as 

she could. It felt like an eternity until she brought the magnet back to her grasp. She clutched it for 

dear life. Her knife and circuit board still between her knees. 

 She exhaled. 
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 With the wire and magnet in hand, she went back to work. She placed the circuit board 

back into the datapad. Using that and a few remaining components, she built a small battery. She 

spun the magnet in the loop of wire. Creating the tiniest bit of electric current. It wasn’t much, but 

it was all she needed. With just a jolt, she used her tiny radio.  

 A ping. 

 She had to recharge it each time, but she had her ping. She had hope. She had done it. 

 She sighed, “I didn’t fuck it up Mom.” Not like she did with Dad. She looked up cocked 

her head, “What?” 

 A single red orb neared. A planet. Maybe SW-13? Theron, colloquially? She had no idea. 

It didn’t matter. It had existed for eons before humans gave it a name.   

 She hoped she would pass it without being pulled into its gravity. Then she would be truly 

doomed. She would be pulled into its orbit. Spinning in consecutive cycles. Spinning, until 

eventually, she was splattered and burnt up on its surface. 

 She exhaled.  

 It didn’t matter. Out here, there was no luck or god. It was just the universe and existence. 

It was infinity. It was darkness. She had done her best to save herself, but what was human agency 

to this cold universe. It didn’t care.  

 She watched the red orb for what felt like days. Slowly getting larger. She used her radio 

maybe a dozen times. She couldn’t tell if she slept or not. Phasing in an out of consciousness as 

exhaustion took hold. The shadow of its dark side curling around, like a waxing moon. It reminded 

her of an eclipse. It glowed. Three stars around it became orbs. Its moons. Each a small disk of 

golden-green. It was beautiful. Though, not quite as beautiful as the comet. One moon vanished 

behind the planet.  

 There was a black shadow near the equator. A smudge really. She wiped her helmet to see 

if it was debris. No, it was an object in front of the planet. As she neared, when the planet was the 

size of a dinner plate to her, she saw it wasn’t a circle like she thought. 

 It had an irregular edge. 

 She couldn’t tell what it was.  

 Like the shark. 

 “What is that?” 
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 Fear of the unknown and panic had caused her to make rash choices once. Not again. She 

couldn’t again. The consequences had been too great for her and her family. 

 Soon the planet was the size of a carousel top. She was still far away enough to avoid it. 

She was sure her route would take her past at a safe distance. Assuming she didn’t pass by the 

moons too closely. 

 The shadowy object was still a mystery. Even though the moons orbited the planet, the 

object remained stationary.  

 She used her radio again, sending out a Ping.  

 When she looked up, the object was still there. She frowned, “What is that?!”  

 It had such an irregular outline. Too strange to be a naturally occurring body. Too… 

 It moved.  

 Catherin caught her breath. 

 It shuttered almost. 

 Catherin’s heart pounded in her chest.  

 The silhouette in front of the red planet crumpled unnaturally. It adjusted. With purpose.  

 A large round object turned and was trailed behind by long cable-like appendages. Floating 

along but with independent writhing movements of its own. At the base of the object was a dozen 

three jointed limbs each ending in a large jagged point. 

It turned, the claws in two rows. The entire body like a thick oval.  

 It was propelled towards her at great speed. Its darkness overtaking the red glow of the 

planet. It’s great mass hurtling towards Catherine.  

 “Please god, no.” There is no god here. She was nothing but a speck of debris now. 

Something to be dusted off. 

 It grew larger and large. She couldn’t conceive of how big it was. Its shadow hit her with 

a force. It loomed overhead. So big, it blocked out most of the stars from her vision. It loomed. 

 She clenched her fists. Trying to keep herself steady. How could something like this even 

exist? It defied everything she knew. Everything she thought possible. Life couldn’t exist in the 

void. Empty of everything.  

 She was several kilometers from its surface, but she couldn’t even begin to judge its size. 

Bigger than a city. Bigger than a country. Bigger than a continent. It could straddle earth’s orbit 

and shut the light for billions of people. 
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 She looked up. 

 The great curved object was not unlike a shell. Spiraled with swirling clefts of chitin. 

Covered in thousands of pockmarks from debris and meteors. Its claws swam in a repeating 

consecutive rhythm. Propelling it through the void. Immense tentacles trailed behind, curling and 

writhing. The smallest ones were so wide, it defied logic that they moved with such grace and 

flexibility.   

 Then a great golden eye cracked open at the base of its shell, just above the legs. A clear 

eye-lid peeled back. Sliding up at intense speeds, it took almost fifteen minutes for it to reveal its 

acid yellow orb. Veins the size of the Amazon River swirled around edge. 

 An oblong pupil starred at Catherin.  

 She was so miniscule. 

 So inconsequential. 

 How could it even notice her? 

 Like a whale noticing a piece of plankton.  

 Its gaze bore down on her with indifference. It could easily destroy her without even 

noticing. A flick of a tentacle. Those claws the size of Florida. Nothing could save her. No one 

could stop it. Like the cold indifference of space. Nothing she did could save her. 

 No one will find you.   

 It blinked. Taking thirty minutes to open and close its double eye-lids.   

 It moved on. 

 It took hours more for it to pass. Tentacles trailing behind lazily. It continued into the void. 

The stars slowly returning. Its shadow passed further into the beyond. Off to tasks or instincts 

unknowable.  

 She let out a breath that felt like she had been holding it for hours.  

 She had looked at something akin to a god, and she hadn’t lost her mind. She had looked 

at a power beyond her comprehension. Beyond the control of humanity. She sent out another Ping. 

She kept her sanity. 

 She had panicked returning to the boat. She had attracted the shark. It hadn’t even been a 

big one. A reasonably sized Mako. The Captain laughed before starting the engine up again. She 

huffed, pulling off her vest. Her heart pounded. Her lungs on fire.  

 Her dad laughed, “You alright sweetie! That was amazing!” he slapped her back.  
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 “Shut up!” she shoved him. 

 She had shoved him too hard. Harder than he had expected. He slipped on the wet deck. 

He tumbled off the back of the boat. Just above the propellers.  

 “DAD!” 

 His scream was cut short by the water. 

 By the time they got him to a hospital. The saltwater, the shock and the shark finished what 

Catherin had started.  

 The stark blue water was ruined with his red mess. 

 Catherin shook her head, “Everything went wrong after that.” Mom hated her. John talked 

less. Before long, Catherin went to University and then the academy. Just running. Just so she 

could escape. 

 She looked up, the stars so vivid, “And I’ve ran as far as anyone possibly could. And it’s 

still here.” She had cried if she hadn’t been so dehydrated. 

 How insignificant her little sob story was in the realm of such infinity. Stars with dead light 

from a million years ago. Realms beyond her understanding. Time incompressible. Beings that 

outstripped her very existence. What was one man’s life to this infinite universe? What was one 

family to the eternity of this cold void? 

 She frowned, “I’m sorry Daddy.” 

 It was everything to her. 

 She closed her eyes. 

-The End- 

  


